Introduction
Applet is a plug-in for a Web browser; a servlet is a plug-in for a Web server.
[l] Sun bas just released the specification for Servlet API 2.1, which defined a standard Java interface for servlets. Most any Web server can be extend to host servlets through a servlet engine, which is a high performance plug-in that runs a Java Virtual Machine (JVM). The servlet engine manages servlets, maintain HTTP session state using cookies and local data stored on the server, and can store user profiles. The servlet API provided us with a simple, robust, and powerful object framework for building this HTML-based application, including objects for retrieving arguments from a web-server request, a simple stream interface for sending the HTML response to the client, and even more advanced functionality, such as cookies and serverside includes of servlets.
Building on this concept of a servlet as application server, we developed our application as a group of separate, but interconnected modules that the servlets instantiate dynamically upon request. The main servlet handles connection to the database and user authentication for all modules. When the main servlet receives a request, it determines which module is to be loaded. The module is always the first parameter in the request, then dynamically instantiates the module simply by the module's name. Every module is a subclass of an abstract class, which includes a method dealing with module's name. The task of the servlet's, HTTP request handling methods, doGet and doPost, is then to simply instantiate the requested module, pass it the necessary parameters, and invoke its process method.
Web-based Network Element Management
Most simple and typical case in applying Web technology to network management is to embed the Web server into a network device for element management. This type of Web server is called an Embedded Web Server (EWS) [4, 5, 6] . The EWS provides a Web-based management user interface constructed using HTML, JSP, Applet, XML, and other features common to standard Web browsers. In Web-based network management, the manager runs as an application over the operating system, and collects and disseminates the information gathered from the network and systems device to the browser.
In doing so, the manager needs a standard access protocol in order to support a multi-vendor environment. HTTP [3,7] is used as a management protocol between the manager and agent because Embedded Web server already provides it as an access mechanism. It is also necessary to devise a format for data exchange between two programs over HTTP.
Methodology
Web-based network device management architecture consist of SNMP, HTTF', a Web browser, a Web server, the Java Management Application Programming Interface (JMAPI), SNMP Application Programming Interface (API), the Java Server Development Kit (JSDK), and the tomcaf/Java Web Server. The instrumentation at the Web server is manifested in a Javaprogram called a Servlet.
In figure 2 , a servlet runs inside the Web server and implements to controlling, monitoring and configuring the network devices. The browser and the server communicate with one another using the HTTP protocol. Using the freely JSDK or Servlet API and SNMP API, it is possible to communicate with existing SNMP-based and TCP-based management agents. An SNMP agent might provide key performance and fault monitoring functions and TCP agent might perform message-tracking functions.
The Web server utilizes both the SNMP and TCP protocols to communicate with the agents and then provide this information to a Web browser using the HTTF' protocol. Any customization done for messaging is almost entirely contained within the servlet and HTML/Applet files. cause the doGet method of the servlet to be executed. This practice is suitable for commands that don't require any user input to be passed to the servlet. However, when the browser user enters form data from a Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) file, which in turn invokes the servlef this cause the doPost method to be executed.
The following Java code example demonstrates the use of doGet to execute an SNMP operation. HttpServletRequest object deliver the HTTP request from the browser to the servlet. The server includes its response within HttpServletResponse objects that are returned to the browser for display. The classes HttpServletRequest and HttpServletResponse provide more generic methods for the extraction and encapsulation of request and response data in ASCII or binary form. String mibSupplement U [I = (("applName", "1.3.6.1.27.1.1.2". "s7 . , ("appl0perStatu.s". "1.3.6.1 27.1 .I .6", "I") 
Conclusion
This architecture integrates the de facto SNMP-based network device management with the Internet Web technology. With this system, network managers can access and control the configuration of entire enterprise network, and network devices remotely via the Web browser. This design allows network device vendor to develop Java management applet for their network products and smoothly integrates into the system for network management. Not only are Java servlet an effective approach for network device managing system, but also Java has proven to be an effective mechanism for providing an integrated management function. Java and Web-based management strategies offer flexibility in addressing custom management requirements, security functions such as data encryption, and noticeable cost advantages.
